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“Olimpico” stadium in Rome, Sunday 5 February 2012.  Around the 20 minute of the first half of Roma-Inter in South stand appeared a banner  which read: “All at 15: the nature of things, by nature 
force”.  As everybody knows the match was scheduled to be played on Saturday at 20.45, then anticipated at 15 and at last moved at the same time on Sunday, in contemporary with all other matches 
in serie A as the tradition was back in the past.  Thus the roman fans wanted to underline this fact and their consent for the traditional shcedule of matches, remarking as only the snow emergency 
had forced the hands of those in command to revert to old habits of italian football fans. 

We can repeat until boredom that playing at night in the coldest days of the year is madness.  Yet since January 18 up to February 5, between league and national cup, 21 matches at night have been 
programmed and out of these 19 in the  north between Bergamo, Milan, Torino or Novara.  But you think that who decides does not know such facts?   But more the Lega is criticised, and more who 
guides the Lega continues to be bend to the will of the television networks who now have absolute power to decide the time in which games are playes, having tv rights now constitute the main 
income for the clubs.  Thus the only concern of the Lega in these last seasons, whose president Maurizio Beretta has resigned since March of last year since he now passed to a top managerial post 
within UniCredit, was to see how to divide between the clubs the income coming from these rights with the consequent effect of half-empty stadiums to the benefit of sitting in cosy armchairs and 
sofas at home.  

Aware, however, that Italian football cannot survive without the millions paid by television networks, we face yet again,  the only real issue on which we should discuss and find a quick solution and 
try to improve the situation as soon as possible, that is the STADIUMS.  That the italian stadiums are inadequate is a known fact: it was not by chance we lost the race bid to host the European 
Championships for both 2012 and 2016 (outclassed in the last case even by Turkey).  

With the humble firmness that distinguishes us in all the battles we face in the fans’ interest, even Fissc has attempted to do this two years  back durning the only meeting granted to them by the 
major exponents of the Lega.  On that occasion, however, in the face of our concerns over the lengthy parliamntary procedure to approve the act on stadiums, always president Beretta replied 
displaying security to the fact that soon there would be a speedy conclusion to the problem.  From that moment, even if variuos commissions were created ad hoc, of this legislative proposal nobody 
ever heard spoken of at all until today, when in full frost emergency this problem is magically indentified by all as the heart of all evil. 

In this period, all major organs of information are publishing extremely colourful articles  about the situation related to the postponements of matches due to bad weather.  Well, do not know if you, 
but rereading them over and over again I cannot but smile bitterly…..seems to have been written after taking part in any of our meetings of the general directive or at any of our assemblies held in 
any part of Italy in which fans and football enthusiasts ask to be able to officially offer their sound knowledge of the facts there constructive support at the table of discussions with the political / 
sports authorities of Italian football!   

You go ahead, cause its making me laugh... 
by Fausto Sala   -  Vice President FISSC 
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Open letter to the CONI President                         

Rome, 12/01/2012 

To the CONI Presidente 

          Dr. Giovanni Petrucci 

Dear President Petrucci, 

we have taken note of your valuable initiatives, in tune with the president of the FIGC Abete, in trying to address the serious problems of Italian football to start with the famous “table of peace” that 

even if it has not definitively resolved the existing issues, in our opinion it has been however a useful occasion to open a  comparison between the major protagonists of the story. 

In this context we would like to point out how FISSC is in perfect harmony with some of your recent positions, emerged in some of your rencent interviews. In particular in the recent national assembly 

held in Rome on the 12/11/2011, present Di Sebastiano for the FIGC and Abodi for the Lega Serie B, in the report of the president of the FISSC Lotito the following points have emerged: 

1. gven the neeed to address the problems posed by the organised supporters have been positively assessed the work done with various institutional partners (Massucci for the Observatory; Abete and 

Di Sebastiano for the FIGC, Abodi for the Lega Serie B, Ghirelli for the Lega Pro) complaining about the lack of cooperation by the Lega Serie A; 

2. Its been ascertained that the Lega Serie A, besides not having for quite a time now a vice president after the exist from the scenes of Rosella Sensi, President Beretta , who has resigned since March 

since he became manager of Unicredit Bank; it was stressed that in the meeting with the FISSC held two years ago was agreed to realise a joint technical panel to discuss the contents of the supporter 

card at the moment of its institution (naturally later there was no meeting what so ever on the subject) and as if betting on a quick approval (was convinced that by 31/12/2009) by Parliament of the 

act on stadiums of which naturally up to date there is no sign since long mired in the commission of the Chamber of Deputies; 

3. in addition, the Lega Serie A has always given the impression, believe not only to this Federation, to deal only with the division of the television resources and or the federal funds federali without 

seriously addressing all the issues involved (for example, the reform of the possible reductio to 18 teams of the championship – proposed to changes to law n. 91 – initiatives to resolve the issue of 

obsolete stadiums and without any commodities and services for the fans apart of any eventual approval of a specific law – increase revenues from other sectors to reduce the weight of the 

television that force fans to accept a tv stew which is getting worse by time and is inexorably getting people away from the stadiums because there is not even any compensation, through the 

reduction as advocated by this Federation, the cost of the stadium tickets, at least in the popular stands – limitation of the squad linking such a reform to the financial fair play proposed by Platini); 

4. scandalous then appears the claim of the Lega that the NOIF are changed so somebody can solve his personal problems; it result obvious that fans want to cheer for a feat by Buffon or Ibrahimovic 

and not for a performance of the lawyer of Biamonte; 

5. no position taken by the Lega on yet another scandal of football betting and no countermeasure to try to prevent the recurrence of similar situations (and in this regard the scope of the principle of 

objective liability should be calmly evaluated); 

6. and yet there is still the condemnation from all the fans, without ifs and buts of the absurd choice not to play the first day of the championship (recovered then in the middle of winter durning a 

midweek night shortly before Christmas) request by the fans that the Lega Serie A meetings are no longer reduced to a mere congress of “lawyersi” who want to protect the interests of their clubs 

to the detriment of the others, but are again the meetings of the presidents and/or their delegates that speak of football and they seek to jointly solve problems existing in a climate of mutual 

cooperation. 

In conclusion, President Petrucci, we thank you for intervention on football, dictated we believe by the love you have for this sport and we invite you to continue in this meritoriuos work that if we are 

allowed an irreverent comparison make the CONI President the “Napolitano” of the sport. 

Congratulations to the Italian football and the assurance that the organised fans will be by your side and will continue their long-term commitment to resolve the many problems still unresolvedi. 

          

The Directive Council 
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Memorandum on the Protocol of understanding... 
FISSSC press release 

It is necessary to proceed to the practical application of the memorandum of understanding signed in date 21/06/2011; 

a)  no to cages for the guests sectors with adequate requalification of the dedicated sectors; 

b)  opportunities of the issue in a short time of the fan card; 

c)  verification of the successful establishment of offices (bureau) of the fan; 

d) creating of dedicated entrances for holders of the fan card; 

-  indispensable a policy on stadiums irrespective of an eventual approval of a law by the Parliament: urgent la requalification of obsolete stadiums and/or the 

construction of new ones;in 

-  need of uniform procedures and rules for access to the stadiums in harmony with the other institutions concerned (possiblity or not to introduce umbrellas – procedure 

of searches of the owners of the fan card – identification - the display of banners – the price of tickets of the ‘guests’ fans); 

-  verification of a policy pursued by the clubs  on the subject of the fan card: no to an instrument only of categorizing and/or commercial.  Yes to a policy of facilities for 

the fans, even with promotional initiatives managed by the Lega; 

-  bring back the fans in the stadiums, in particular families and children through appropriate incentives; no to an excessive tv “stew” and with a contextual costly tickets 

that cause desertification of the stadiums (see eighths of final of Coppa Italia); 

-  find economic resources not to be confined to a policy of prevention and repression of violence in stadiums but to be able to proceed also to appropriate initiatives for 

the education of the fans. 
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News from the National Observatory on Sporting Events 

source  -  www.osservatoriosport.interno.it 

Football : more services to the fans and simplification for the purchase of tickets  

These are the targets set in today’s sitting of the National Obervatory on Sporting Events.  Noted the excellet results achieved in the security of 

sports events, testified by the data processed by the National Centre of Information on Sporting Events of the Office of Public Order, that will be 

announced in the next few days, the collegiate body has adopted a number of measures that open a path to simplify the purchase of tickets and 

accessibility to stadiums.  The first intervention, recently requested by the Lega Nazionale of serie A - and already approved - relates to a “carnet of 

elettronic tickets” that clubs, in the context of their own autonomy of enterprise, be able to adopt from now until the end of this season. The 

carnet, in other words is a group of tickets loaded on an electronic card, fully respects the safety regulations, is of an experimental nature, regards 

only home games and responds to the need to promote maximum the channels for the sale of tickets and the processes of inclusivity in the 

stadiums of sound fans, as desired by Minister Cancellieri. The Observatory, which has approved the fac-simile to which clubs will be required to 

comply with, has recommended to the same to adopt organizational measures that facilitate the the fans to adopt this instrument, according to a 

logic of services which is not merely a commercial activity.  A limited working group has also been formed, which for the next meeting, will present a 

package of simplification measures for the purchase of tickets, in particular for children, and the use of the fan card.  In the context of the strategies 

of dialog with the fans, the Observatory has also accepted the request of the Sport Club Ancona 1905 – involved in the pastby a number of bans for 

away games – to readmit their fans to follow the team, taking note of the commitment of the club directors, to ensure, with specific organizational 

measures, the safety of travelling of their fans.  The collegiate body has finally taken note with satisfaction of the Sports Judge’s ruling which has 

inflicted the disqualification for life of a director of the club Real Colliano 2009, responsible for a serious assault against the referee. 
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The Lega of A does not know that in January it’s cold : 
21 games at night in 19 days... 

of Fabio Monti  -  Corriere della Sera [18 Jan. 2012] 

 THE CASE :  On the icey pitch of San Siro expected also two matches of Coppa Italia in the space of 24 hours [today and tomorrow] at 9:00p.m. : by order of the tv . 

Corriere della Sera – 18 January 2012 – MILAN : Engaged to the end in defense of Lotito, condemned by the court of Naples and in the race for the vice presidency, occupied in the 

fight against Coni and FIGC in safeguarding the double posts and in phone calls anything but institutional, the top management of the Lega have forgotten that in January usually 

it is freezing cold. And that, after a winter unusually mild, it occurred in the last few days an unnatural lowering of temperatures.  

Only thus it can be explained the fact that Milan and Inter are forced to play tonight and tomorrow, at a distance of 24 hours, on the same pitch [frozen], the eights of Coppa 

Italia with the risk of extra time and penalties almost close to midnight.  And again: from 7 to 22 January, were provided other five matches at the San Siro: Inter vs Parma; Milan 

vs Inter; the two matches of the eight of Coppa Italia and Inter vs Lazio.  It makes sense to play the derby at night, the rest is a blatant attack to common sense, as well as the 

calendar, which provides for from today until 5 February twenty-one games at night at 9:00p.m., and of these 19 games in the north, between Bergamo, Milan, Turin (four in ten 

days for Juve) or Novara. 

The most puzzling aspect is that this challenge to common sense has dragged on for years.  On 20 December 2009, Inter vs Lazio was played at night with 9O subzero.  But more 

the Lega is criticised and especially who guide it , for insisting in bending to the dictates of the tv that hold an absolute power, seeing that the sale of rights allows the clubs to 

survive.  The Assocalciatori had tried to oppose, then accepted the situation, it is not known if for the force of the counterparty or if because all hold on family.  And the 21st day 

will be played at night [31 January – 2 February].  

The derby of Milan ensures a sell out if played during day as well as night, and for this cannot be taken as an example.  But it is clear that a similar night programme ensures half 

empty stadiums (and this can be seen also from the tv) apart the triumphal statistics of the Center for Studies of the Lega and the specific case of the Juventus stadium, which is 

always a sell out.  Since the final goal is to empty the stadiums to fill home lounges, so the tv will pay even more, and there is excellent opportunities to succeed in this venture.  

And alternatively who goes to the stadium at night in January can always hope to get ill.  What is surprising is the the clubs do not think of the risks related to accidents of the 

players, that should be the primary goal, not only to protect the health of their players, but even for a simple economic calculation.  The comparisons with what is happening in 

England seem altogather improper: the stadiums of the Premier League are the best that one can imagine and only one game is played on the weekend [the match of the 

<<Monday night>>].  The programming of the league and the Coppa Italia, on the other hand, corresponds exactly to the criterion with which the Lega is guided.  

In expectancy of the commissioner.  
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 (ANSA) - ROME, 12 JAN –  A guard of legality in defense of football and sport, but at the same time "a sponsor of positive values".  In today’s meeting at 

the headquarters fo the FIGC with the President Giancarlo Abete, first pubblic appearance after his recent appointment as President of the Observatory 

of the Ministry of the Interior on sporting events, Roberto Sgalla wanted to indicate the lines and objectives that will guide his activities as head of the 

organisation that governs and regulates the safety measures in stadiums. 

One hour of meeting [present the general director of the FIGC Valentini, the federal secretary Di Sebastiano and the executive of the Viminale  Massucci] in which was renewed 

the commitment to oppose any form of violence and to strenghten the cooperation between the forces of order and the world of football. 

But the meeting in via Allegri was also the occasion to launch a joint work that involves the use of the supporter card, relations with the fans, the spread of a sport culture that 

exalts the values of the legality and respect, with particular attention to youth reality. 

Before responsable for the External Relations of the Viminale, then at the top of the Traffic Police, Roberto Sgalla has recently been named new president of the Observatory 

of the Ministry of the Interior and has chaired yesterday, the first meeting of the organism. 

A confermation of the close collaboration with the federcalcio Sgalla will be present tomorrow in Converciano for the initiative of the Lega Pro about the theme of fraud in 

sports and participate on Monday 23 January at the update seminar for the Serie A and Serie B clubs’ delegates and the deputy delegates for safety in stadiums.  

 "The supporter card, which remains the cornerstone of the safety in sporting events, will be further implemented by the clubs, in the direction of a real service for the fottball fan 

and not only, as it has only happened in a few cases, as a tool for implementing trade policies".  

Thus it has been indicated by the National Observatory on sporting events for 2012, in the first meeting of the year, chaired by Roberto Sgalla, recently appointed to the summit 

of the organisation.  In the meeting the strategy was shared between all components of the Observatory for the second part of the season and works have begun to define the 

rules for the football season 2012/2013.  

The collegiate body, after taking into account "with satisfaction" the results achieved, and which will be announced at the end of the first round, have decided on a schedule of 

initiatives on the whole territory that will begin as early as next week through meetings with all clubs of Serie A, B and Lega Pro. 

A shared element, explains the Observatory, "was the need to continue in the strategy of unconditional severity in the face of lawlessness, with renewed impetus to mechanisms 

of facilities for the fans and which can promote a greater presence in the stadiums”.  

In the morning then met the Committee of safety analysis of sporting events that has “fully shared the new targets set by the Observatory”.  In the course of the meeting no 

particular restrictions were decided for the matches of all professional leagues. 

Observatory : Supporter Card is not just commercial... 

reported by Ansa [12/01/2012] 
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Abodi and a new idea for the Lega <<Proud to be of serie B>> 

Fabio Monti  -  Corriere della Sera [04/01/2012] 

<<We are regaining spectators and space, but we need to do more>> 

Milan  -  An Epiphany in the sign of the serie B.  Friday for the last day of the first round beginning at 12:30 [Torino-Albinoleffe], then eight games at 15, one at 18 [Verona-Modena] and Grosseto-

Livorno at 20:45.  It is another occassion that the president of the Lega, Andrea Abodi and his staff, led by general manager Paolo Bedin, intend to exploit, to regain visibilty. 

President, there is more attention around serie B? 

<<Spectators increase in the stadiums [+27%] and even those who follow football on tv.  After the extraordinary year in which there were Juve, Naples and Genoa [2006/2007], there were a 

couple of years of leagues which were obscured by the tv.  Now its better, but we are not satisfied; we need to continue to grow.  And that is why we are trying to recover all the free spaces, 

trying to get out of the way of the Serie A.  And speaking of the future, within the first week of February, we intend to launch the tender for the sale of tv rights for the triennium 2012/2015>>. 

Even for you there is a serious problem in regards to stadiums... 

<<It is an inescapable theme, even if we are careful also to the type of evironment that is created in these stadiums.  The fact remains that the 70-80% has more than 50 years of life and that is 

why within 15 datys the Lega serie B will present a first class platform-design to encourage the requalification of the facilities or new constructions, based on a criteria of social sustainability, economic and environmental, 

that may also represent a model of technological reference>>. 

Ventura is wrong to say that he wants to flee from Serie B? 

<<Respectable opinion, but I want to believe that his thought has been deceived by the disire to return to Serie A with a team to which Serie B goes historically tight.  Comment understandably passed as coach of Torino, 

but a bit ungenerously in respect to the other 20 teams>>. 

Don't you find that it makes a certain effect, in a period of another football betting scandal, that the Serie B has as sponsor Bwin, an online betting company? 

<<I could simply answer that if the betting sporting world was managed with the procedures of Bwin, large world operator quoted on the Stock Exchange, with a very effective code of integrity, now we would not 

probably be talking about the football betting scandal>>. 

However the football betting scandal does not give above all a pleasant image of the Serie B... 

<<The bitterness for what happened exist and its not enough to have a clear conscience.  It would be too good if football could succeed only to take the positive aspects of society.  We must defend ourselves to increase 

the level of control and contrast.  I want to emphasise the respect I have for the work done by the Cremona judiciary; we would be pleased if there was equal respect also in the opposite direction, possibly with some less 

conclusions.  Respect and reputation are our keywords.  It is a comment, not a controversy.  And I want to emphasise that we are working to monitor, within the limits of our prerogatives, the nature of any new club 

properties.  This is because the Lega must represent an associative guarantee>>. 

How is it like to live as separated in the house with Serie A? 

<<There is relation of collaboration [and not only because we share the offices ], as we endeavor to build and consolidate it with the other leagues and technical elements.  We talk so much about the football system,  lets 

try to be consistent towards a system, which often moves in a disjointed way>>. 

However, 22 teams are too many and you already said that.  When will you move to reduce the clubs? 

<<Shortly we will resume in debating the issue at federal level.  Twenty-two clubs are too many and also a number that means little.  The ideal format would be 20 teams.  We will see if and when it will be possible to arrive 

at this amount, perhaps without interfering with the format of the Serie A .  The fact remains that we cannot, do the reform alone, because first the logic and then the federal statute prevent us from doing so.  And in our 

league there is a high turn over; each year seven teams leave the league [ 30%], between promotion to Serie A and relegations in Lega Pro>>. 

But is it true that you aim in becoming President of the Lega di A, since Beretta has resigned, with an eyesight to the federal presidency in 2013? 

<<I am president of an important Lega for a year and a half now.  There is still much to be done and I like to continue to consolidate the work we are doing.  From when I was elected [twice for regulatory issues] I am more 

concerned of doing well for our 22 clubs and for our fans.  My objective is to produce facts and results, that would allow me to maintain the confidence of the presidents, when at the end of the season they have to choose 

the next president of the Lega B for the next four years.   First of all at a federal level, there is already a president.  And then I am aware of my limits>>. 
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Macalli  <<The crises is effecting us but we still are the football of the 100 
cities>> 

Fabio Monti  -  Corriere della Sera [05/01/2012] 

<<Few funds but lots of ideas>> 

Milan  -  Mario Macalli leads the clubs of the Serie C from ’97, that as from 19 June 2008 are part of the Lega Pro, with the transformation of the Serie C1 and C2 in First and Second Division.  The 90 

teams of the 2009/2010 season have become 85 a year ago and fell to 77 at the beginning of this season. 

Mr. President, the present crisis don’t do any discounts and for this you are suffering.  Preoccupied? 

<<It displease me to have lost in summer other teams, but it is not easy to find presidents willing to spend one or two million euros of their assets in order to keep up a team every year .  Because 

the presidents who put in money are always ours.  This also explains why, in a club of the Lega Pro can happen that there are three changes of ownership in a single season.  And sometimes these 

changes bring, as a result, to the sinking of the team>>. 

Financial crisis also means techanical crisis? 

<<No, its exactly the opposite.  We have structured the two groups of the first division according professional criteria and in spite of the criticism, the spectacle is of a high level.  It was said that it 

was already clear who would have won, but the facts have demostrated as always the opposite.  Even the second division has answered well.  In every league day a total of 100 goals are scored; we 

have the national and local tv that follow us and we have got in ’Tutto il Calcio’ on the radio.  A sign that the League has an appeal>>. 

You are always in search of new resources? 

<<Meanwhile, it would not be a bad thing if the money we are entitled to by law relating to the tv rights from the Serie A were to arrive, on which there is an assumption of agreement with the other leagues.  An example: 

we have had clubs close to bankruptcy like Savona.  If we had the 500,000 euro assumed as part-share per club, takings from tv rights, perhaps many clubs would still be alive.  The only real contributions that clubs receive 

are those of this League for the development of youths>>. 

It wa said : the Serie C is the league of the 100 cities, the photo of Italy.  Image out-of-date? 

<<Its not.  This definition I heard many years ago in a speech by the greatest manager in the history of Italian football : Artemio Franchi, that created this league in 1952.  Remains a definition topical and adhering to reality.  

From the point of view of sporting values, we could sustain well the 90 clubs, then there’s the economic address and there we begin to lose clubs, also because sometimes do all we can to be able to enroll clubs, but the 

next day already there are no funds to honor the monthly signed diminishes.  With the reform, as declared we will finish up with 60 teams  >>. 

You are one of the few willing to seriously tackle the issue of the leagues.  An isolated voice? 

<<I am ready to sit down around a table, in an attempt to streamline this system, because as we are we can go nowhere.  If we must proceed to a reform of the format, we should depart from this question: but is it natural 

that in many cases the teams which get relegated from Serie B are unable to enroll in our first division league and disappear?>> 

On the other hand, you oppose the enrollment in your league of B teams of the clubs of Serie A as in Spain.  Why? 

<<The B teams will never be part of our league.  Our leagues are serioius, where every Sunday every team fight for the three points and where there is place for younger players, since three years ago they amounted only 

to 9% of the total, and today we are at 35-40%.  The project on the development of youths was also awarded by the ‘EPLF’, an association that brings togather over 30 international leagues.  We do not want persons to come  

and make a sitting room of our leagues, which are a serious reality.  For the youths of the Serie A there is the ‘Primavera’ tournament.  If the great clubs want to place some of their players, could enter as shareholders in 

Lega Pro.  Shouldering also possible losses>>. 

The scandal of the football betting have only lightly touched you.  Is there a reason? 

<<We have moved, launching a very tough fight.  We monitor all the leagues and Coppa Italia thanks to “Sports Radar”, leading company against fraud sports.  Another instrument adopted by the League is the code of 

ethics.  On 13 January we will explain to the clubs in Coverciano, present also a FIFA representative, the task of monitoring of the matches>>.  
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Cesena is an Italian municipality of 97,200 inhabitants in the province of Forlì-Cesena in Emilia-Romagna. 

The study of the origin of the word Cesena [from the latin Caesena] has not yet been ascertained.  Among the most accredited assumptions the following must be mentioned: 

•    various scholars argue that the origin of the name dates back to the torrent Cesuola, which passes through the heart of the city; 

•    other sources speculate that the prefix caes- refer to the obsolete term  "cesina" [i.e., "cleared land"], to which was added the suffix  -ena, of Etruscan origin; 

•    some others believe that Cesena derives from the Etruscan "Keizna", 

•    or from the latin "caedo". 

Inside the province, the city is the seat of the central region administration.  It rises on the via Emilia, about 25 km south-east of Forli, the provincial capital, 30 km north-west of Rimini and 35 km to the south of Ravenna. 

It is know as the ’city of the three Popes’, even if it gave birth to only two popes [Pius VI and Pius VII], while it hosted the bishopric of two other [Pius VIII and Benedict XIII]. 

The historical centre, includes numerous churches and palaces of considerable historic and artistic value, it is marked off by the walls, the circle of which has been preserved almost intact, and from various towers and 

gates placed under the acient Rocca Malatestiana. 

In Cesana is present the ‘Biblioteca Malatestiana’, built in the middle of the fifteenth century, first civic italian library and the only example of monastic medieval library completely preserved in the building, in the 

furnishings and endowed library.  The UNESCO has recognised the cultural importance of the Malatestiana and has inserted it, first in Italy, in the register of the world’s Memories.                           . 

City leader in the european market for fruit and vegetablles, it is an important hub in communication, thanks to the intersection between the A14 Bologna-Taranto motorway, the state road 3 bis Tiberina [part of the E45] 

Orte-Ravenna and tomorrow most probably will continue to yet improve with the projected motorway E55 Cesena-Mestre. 

It is the seat of various university facullties aggregated in the Polo scientific–didactic of Cesena, which is part of the University of Bologna . 

HISTORY: 

The Savio valley and the surrounding area of hills, on which rests Cesena, were inhabited since the Neolithic age, as demonstrated by the materials which have been discovered in the area of 

the Basilica del Monte and, more up, at Borello.  The first inhabited nucleaus of Cesena most propably was founded by the Umbrians around the VI-V century B.C.; however, it is only with the 

arrival of the Romans that the small nucleus takes the form of village; decays with the Roman Empire and is subjected to the incursions of the barbarians. 

Taken by the Goths of Theodoric, is reconquered by the Byzantines and, in the middle of the VI century, enters to make part of the Exarchate.  After the campaigns of Pepin the Short [VIII 

century], Cesena finally re-enters in the territories under papal control, first nucleus of what will be the Church State. 

The 1200’s sees Cesena sway between municipal freedom and submission to the Church or local lords. In 1333 Cesena became domain of the family forlivese of the Ordelaffi, but their rule 

was interrupted in 1357 by the intervention of the papal legate, Cardinal Albornoz, who manages to subdue Cesena . 

In February 1377 Cesena is involved in the war promoted by the Republic of Florence against the Papal State, but Cardinal Robert of Geneva [future antipope Clement VII] unleashed a violent massacre in the city, to 

prevent that Cesena cross over to the florentines side: the massacre is performed by breton mercenary armies, guided by the english leader Giovanni Acuto, and Cesena was shaved to the ground.  Durning the domination 

of the Malatesta, Cesena flourished, as attested by the most important monuments such as ‘La Rocca Malatestiana’, desired by Galeotto, and the ‘Biblioteca Malatestiana’, work of the patron Domenico Malatesta Novello.  

For a short period, around the 1500, under the dominion of Cesare Borgia, Cesena became the capital of the Duchy of Romagna and in 1502, Leonardo Da Vinci arrived in the city, to whom Borgia was given the task of 

detecting and update the fortifications of the won cities of Romagna.  Then it returned under the domain of the Papal State, that continued until the Unity of Italy. 

information taken from Wikipidia 
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In 1775, Giovan Angelo Braschi from Cesena became pope with the name of Pius VI, and again in 1800, another from Cesena became pope, Barnaba Niccolò Maria Luigi Chiaramonti with the name of Pius VII.   The 

Napoleonic experience [1797-1814], that saw both Pius VI and Pius VII trying in vain to oppose Napoleon Bonaparte, deprived Cesena of a large number of monasteries, convents and churches which previously adorned the 

city and the University. 

Subsequently, before and after the Unification of Italy, the city experienced a period of expansion. 

After the 1861, the liberals ruled the Municipal Administration until the beginning of the '900, and finally, the republicans managed the power until the advent of fascism . 

During the Resistance, Cesena gave a great contribution of men, and for this reason to the city of Cesena has been awarded the Silver Medal for Milary Valor. 

In the postwar period the city witnessed a enormous urban development and in parallel a considerable economic growth, that makes of the city a pole at an international level in food and 

agricultural  sector, especially in research and biotechnology. 

To confirm the importance Cesena reached, in 1992 the province changed its name in the Province of Forlì-Cesena, with Forlì remaining as capital, but the city can boast a prime location in the 

various sectors of the economy, a cultural life always intense and a quality of life superior than the national average. 

COAT OF ARMS: 

The site araldicacivica.it thus descrives the coat of arms of the municipality of Cesena  -  <<The shield is a classic "sock": broken down in black and silver, with an edging wedged in gold.  The shield traditionally 

indicate the reconciliation between the opposing factions in the city of the Guelfs and the Ghibellines; the border is taken from the coat of the Malatesta and refers to their lordship over the city durning the 1400. The 

head is a concession of the king of Naples Robert of Anjou. The shield, in place of the civic crown, could boast of the noble crown, since the city was recorded in the official list of the Italian Nobility.  Coat of arms 

granted by King Vittorio Emanuele III by Royal Decree of April 24, 1927: "Truncated black and silver, the toothed rim of black and gold, with the head of Anjou.>> 

THE BANNER: 

 

The banner is formed of the truncated draped black and white with the coat of arms of the city. 

 

 

MONUMNETS AND PLACES OF INTEREST: 
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THE BIBLIOTECA MALATESTIANA 

Its a monastic library of particular historical importance.  Founded in the 

middle of the XV century, holds two absolute records: it was the first civic 

italian library and the only example of medieval monastic library 

completely preserved in the building both in the furnishings and the books. 

Its included in the  World Memories by UNESCO. 

ABBEY OF SANTA MARIA DEL MONTE   

The imposing complex of the Abbey of Sta. Maria del Monte is located on 

mount Spaziano.  On mount where now stands the old basilica, usually went to 

pray Bishop Maura, proclaimed a saint from the XI century; after  his death a 

church was built around 1000, and then between 1001 and 1026 a monastery 

was built.  Over the years, the basilica was enriched by notable works of art.  In 

addition it has one of the largest collection of ex-voto in Europe. 

CATHEDRAL OF SAN GIOVANNI BATTISTA 

Of historic-artistic value is also the city gothic-romanesque Cathedral dedicated to 
St. John the Baptist and dating back to the end of the 1300, inside which are 
enclosed the relics of St. Mauro. The temple  preserves the largest sculptural work 
by the Lombard sculptor Giovanni Battista Bregna from Osteno, done between 1494 
and 15o5. Inside the Cathedral a small and important painting depicting the Baptist 
performed on a copper plate has recently been attributed by the researcher Alex 
Cavallucci to the mannerist painter Filippo Agresti. In the Chapel of the Madonna 
del Popolo there are frescoes by Corrado Giaquinto of the 1750. 

ST. BIAGIO CONVENT   

The complex of San Biagio was set up in 1394, but the building was completed in 

1424 and was rebuilt in 1486; in 1810 church and convent were suppressed and 

the complex became the seat of the House of Refuge of the Daughters of the 

Poor. It is the seat of the Cultural Center San Biagio and the Municipal Art 

Gallery. 
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CHURCH AND CONVENT OF THE CAPUCHIN FRIARS  

The Church and Convent of the Capuchin friars rises on a hill immediately 

adjacent to the town of Cesena. Relatively recently constructed than the 

other complexs in cesena, preserves the splendid canvas by Guercino 

depicting the Ecstasy of Saint Francis. 

CHURCH OF SAN AGOSTINO  

The church is located in the historical center of the city. The convent, initially of 

the friars Observants, was handed  the end of the XV century to the Augustine 

monks who began a vast restructuring and decoration of the church and the 

convent, which ended in 1520. The current form of the Church dates back to 1748 

to a design by Luigi Vanvitelli. 

CHURCH OF SANTA CRISTINA  

The church is located in the quarter of Chiaramonti. Of medieval origin, it 

was rebuilt several times over the centuries, in particular in 1470, in 1630 

and in 1740, when it was refurbished by Francesco Zondini. The church was 

finally completed in 1825, with a few variations with respect to the original 

design by Giuseppe Valadier. 

CHURCH OF SAN DOMENICO  

Built between 1706 and 1772, it stands on the remains of a previous century 

church of which one can admire two beautiful cloisters. The interior of the 

church is formed of a single nave and on the sides there are three chapels on 

each side, in which are preserved testimonies of local painting of the 

seventeenth century. 

CHURCH OF SANTA MARIA DEI SERVI  

A pre-existing religious complex was probably rebuilt in 1240, and in 1367 in 

which  settled the  "Servants of Mary". Between 1756 and 1765 the church 

took on the current shapes on a project by Peter Charles Bourbons. 

CHURCH OF SANTA MARIA DEL SUFFRAGIO   

The confraternity with the same namesake was founded in 1633 to pray for 

the souls in Purgatory, while the small church was built between 1685 and 

1689, project of Pier Mattia Angeloni. In the second half of the Eighteenth 

Century, the facade and the interior of the church were heavily retouched 

by coming to assume its present appearance. 

PALAZZO COMUNALE 

The Palazzo Comunale, or Palace Albornoz, overlooks Piazza del Popolo; 

was built by order of cardinal Egidio Albornoz starting from the first half of 

the Fourteenth Century. The building consists of two old structures: the 

Palatium Vetus and the Palatium Novum. Inside there are frescoes and 

eighteenth-century furnishings. 

PALAZZO GHINI 

The Palazzo Ghini is situated in Corso Gastone Sozzi. Designed in the XVII 

century by the architect Pier Mattia Angeloni, houses in the courtyard 

monumental sculptures by Francesco Calligari, depicting four deities: 

Ceres, Glory, Mars and Minerva. 

PALAZZO ROMAGNOLI 

It is a monumental palace, built in the XVIII century by the marquis 

Michelangelo Romagnoli (1719-1780). Built on a project of the architect 

Peter Carlo Bourbons, it was decorated by the painter Giuseppe Milani. It is 

the seat of the juridical-economic library "Giovanni Ghirotti". 

TEATRO COMUNALE ALESSANDRO BONCI   

The Municipal Theater was inaugurated on August 15, 1846, three years 

after the start of the work designed by the architect Vincenzo Ghinelli. The 

theater was dedicated to the great tenor Alessandro Bonci after his 

performances in 1904 and 1927. On the occasion of the 150TH anniversary of 

its inauguration, the January 25, 1996, it was reopened to the public after 

restoration. 
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Associazione Calcio Cesena  

The Associazione Calcio Cesena is the main football club in Cesena and participates in Serie A. 

FOOTBALL IN CESENA BETWEEN THE TWO WORLD WARS: 

From 1920 up to the middle of 1930’s, football in Cesena was represented by the Unione Sportiva Renato Serra, named after a young cesena poet who died fighting durning the first world war on the hills of the Karst.  

Durning the period of fascism the team was forced to dissolve as all its young players were called to arms, although the war soothed out the legacy left behind by this first team in Cesena. 

THE FIRST STEPS OF THE A. C. CESENA: 

In 1940 Count Alberto Rognoni, at the time only 26 years of age, had the idea to create a club with the colours of the coat of arms of the city, after approaching the world of football thanks to his younger 

brother who played between the posts for Forlì.  The team was founded by three persons: 

• the count, a student in law at the University of Modena and a basketball enthusiast; 

• Arnaldo Pantani, former Prato player, who even played in Serie C; 

• Renato Piraccini, nicknamed Pènza ad fer, owner of a  shop for leather goods in the central Corso Mazzini and former director of the «Renato Serra». 

The founders were later joined by Dr. Montemaggi, Dr. Sarti, Ing. Mazzotti, and others, who constituted the executive counsel of the new club. 

In its first meeting, held on the 21 aprile 1940 under the presidency of Giuseppe Ambrosini, the council decreed the birth of the ‘Associazione Calcio Cesena’.  Social colours: black and white, the same of the municipal coat of 

arms. Rognoni became president; Pantani, the most expert in football, was appointed player-coach and to Piraccini was entrusted the role of sports director.  The club legal seat was established in corso Umberto I next to 

the ‘Casa del fascio’;  the operational office was opened in the palace of the president Rognoni. 

The affiliation of the club to the FIGC took place on 8 August, simultaneously the team was enrolled to the First Division League.  Subsequently the players were engaged from within the limits from local teams.  The first 

important acquisition of the A. C. Cesena was that of Iro Bonci, whom Pirraccini seized from Forlimpopoli for 1,500 lire. 

The official debut of the bianconeri occurred on 17 november 1940 (First Division League) on the pitch of Rimini "Riserve".  The locals were overwhelmed by a peremptory 1-8. 

THE FIORITA: 

Cesena, born on the old racecourse camp, proved to be in a few years an important reality.  In 1957 the new stadium "the Fiorita" was built, that was later entitled to Dino Manuzzi, after his 

disappearance.  It was expanded with the construction of the covered steps in 1961.  And it is precisely in these years that many fine footballers of future hopes, including Azeglio Vicini, land in the 

bianconeri line up in the hope of being noticed by the big teams.  At the end of the eighties another important modification was performed, with the elimination of the athletics track and the 

reconstruction of the della distinct stand and of the  bends ["curva mare" and "curva ferrovia"], in replacement of the old structures. 
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PONTE VECCHIO 

The Ponte Vecchio, or Ponte Clement, is the oldest bridge in Cesena, and is 

also one of the symbols of the city. The bridge crosses the river Savio, in 

one of the narrowest points of the city. Construction work began in 1733, 

upon the request of Pope Clement XII. 

ROCCA MALATESTIANA   

Cesena owe to the Malatesta family also its Fortress, one of the most impressive of 

the Romagna, with "court" and two central towers, called "male" and "Female". In 

the latter is a Museum of the History of agriculture that offers visitors a glimpse of 

the Romagna  rural world in the course of time, while in the "male" is permanently 

placed the exhibition of Malatesta ceramics. 

BARRIERA CAVOUR   

The demolition of the ancient gate Porta Cervese and the building of this construction in 1864, on a project by D. Angels, constitute one 

of the most important projects among the many who, after the Unification of Italy, gave the city a indisputable aspect "bourgeois".  
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THE MANUZZI ERA: 

In 1964, twenty-four years from its foundation - Cesena finds itself  in Serie C - Count Rognoni handed over the club to Dino Manuzzi, entrepreneur in the fruit industry who, with shrewd management aimed 

at the development of young players, changed Cesena in a sort of model club. Manuzzi proposed to create a great club which was able to indentify itself with the land iin which it was born: the Romagna. 

Under the technical guidance of Cesare Meucci the club reached the Serie B in season 1967/1968 and struggles to keep its place in the three years that followed, but in season 1972/1973 Cesena reaches the 

top league under coach Gigi Radice, replaced the following year by Eugenio Bersellini who operated a profound transformation in the method of play and obtains a historic salvation, a prelude to the apex 

of the history of Cesena. 

The Cesena of "Manuzzi" first period, has inspired the film ‘Il Presidente del Borgorosso Football Club’ [1970], with Alberto Sordi in the role of the President Benito Fornaciari, the alter ego in the film to Dino 

Manuzzi. 

THE PARTICIPATION IN THE UEFA CUP: 

In the season 1975/1976 the bianconeri reached the apex of their history and the attention of a nation: the 9 wins, 14 drawsi and  7 defeats allow Cesena to reach sixth place in Serie A and the 

qualification to the next UEFA Cup.  The double challenge that awaits the club is against the east germans of Magdeburg, at the time one of the most important teams in the continent and 

backbone of the D.D.R. National team, who imposed themselves in the first leg for 3-0 but in the return game risked the qualification when at minute 6’ of the second half Pepe scored the 

second goal to put Cesena ahead 2-0; the games finished 3-1 for the bianconeri, however eliminated. 

The season of the UEFA Cup presented its bitter side of the coin, with the relegation in Serie B and the beginning of a difficult period, that passes from the transfer of the club’s management 

from Manuzzi to his nephew Edmeo Lugaresi: Manuzzi in fact in 1979 remains a victim di of a trival fall that forces him to a delicate surginal intervention which required a long period of 

convalescence. 

THE EIGHTIES: 

Lugaresi, raised up in the shadow of his uncle, shows a certain skill in sports management, already in his first season of psidency, 1980/1981, centers the return to the top division with a team led by a 

young Osvaldo Bagnoli who manages establish a club record with the 14 home victories and the largest attendance [28,602 for Cesena vs Milan].  Due to the presence of big clubs like Milan, Genoa  -  

both promoted with the bianconeri  -  and Lazio [the latter beaten at the Manuzzi for 2-1] made this achievement worthy of great importance.  Lazio surrendered only in the last games, when Cesena 

went to win at Foggia for 3-1, and assured the promotion with a home victory on Atalanta for 2-0 on the last day in front of 20,000 enthusiastic supporters. 

The team constructed its promotion with a series of home victories - with the practice often quickly done with in the first 20 minutes with a one-two deadly strike, then easily controlled  the 

opponents reaction - and away draws. 

The model line up  - and practically never changed during the whole season - was composed by goalkeeper Angelo Recchi, the defenders Mei and Ceccarelli, halfback Bonini, the stopper Oddi, the sweeper Perego, the wingers 

Roccotelli and Garlini, the midfielder Piraccini, midfield organiser Lucchi and central attacker Bordon. 

The top scorers are Bordon (with 13 goals) and Garlini; a good spoil also for Perego, whose incursions from behind resulted in 6 goals. 

For the new adventure in A, due to the forsake of mister Bagnoli for family reasons, Giovan Battista Fabbri was choosen to lead the team and among the new players which are inserted in the team the austrian centre forward 

Walter Schachner, for whom it is said a engagement of 120 million Lire was agreed on, the midfielders Verza and Storgato from Juventus, Roberto Filippi from Atalanta and Antonio Genzano. 

For half the season the team, despite having won 2-1 against leaders Fiorentina, does not move from the last positions of the table and after a home draw against Como, Fabbri is sacked and replaced by Renato Lucchi, who 

manages to reach salvation thanks to a great second round with exploits such as the victories in Udine and Rome, the draw at the San Paolo against Naples [after leading 0-2], the home draw against Juventus and the big 

victories against Bologna and Catanzaro [both for 4-1].   The team set up by Lucchi is a hard bone for any opponent and is hardly ever resigned to defeat.  Symbolic the 1-3 home defeat at the hands of Inter, when under for 0-2 

restricted their opponents in their penalty area; the permanency in A, however is troubled by the death, on 29 may 1982 of Dino Manuzzi, to whom the city entitled the stadium. 

To mention also in those years the victory of the ’Campionato Nazionale Primavera in the seasons 1981/1982 and 1985/1986, the first of which obtained with Arrigo Sacchi as coach. 

At the end of the season 1982/1983, under the guidance of Bruno Bolchi, Cesena is relegated, but its the same Bolchi who manages to see the bianconeri back in Serie A at the end of the 1986/1987 season, thanks to the 

victory in the decider of San Benedetto del Tronto against Lecce [with header goals from Roberto Bordin and Agatino Cuttone], and in a game which the giallorossi commanded for long stretches. 

In the season 1989/1990, Cesena managed to obtain another unexpected salvation thanks to coach Marcello Lippi, author of a wonderful comeback after that in the first round the team already seemed relegated. 
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THE BITTER NINETIES: 

Cesena remained in Serie A until the end of the season 1990/1991.  The drop-down from Serie A is not redeemed for twenty years.  The bianconeri have the opportunity to return to the top league at the end of the season 

1993/1994 when, after an excellent league, won the right to contest a promotion decieder against Padova, played in Cremona, but the opportunity vanished.  Subsequently the bianconeri twice slide in Serie C1, seasons 

1996/1997 and 1999/2000.  This latter relegation is quite abnormal since it occured in the face of only 9 defeats out of 38 and a positive goal difference [47-45].  This last period in C1 persists the space of 4 seasons, to which 

puts an end a coach who will leave his mark in the club history that is Fabrizio Castori. 

THE RETURN IN SERIE B 

Cesena finishes the season 2003/2004 winning the Coppa Italia for Serie C and placing third in the league behind Arezzo and Lumezzane, in the playoffs Cesena eliminate Rimini drawing 1-1 at the Neri and defeating the 

biancorossi in Cesena for 2-0.  The first leg of the final against Lumezzane, is played in Cesena and ends 1-1 thanks to goals from Centi and Bocchini, the return match is anticipated as ardent and is preceded by various 

controversies mainly focused on public order and the possibilty that the match is not played in the Comunale Stadium of Lumezzane, capable of only 4,150 seats, but in the "Mario Rigamonti" stadium of Brescia (about 

27.000 seats), for the bulky request of tickets from the Cesena fans. 

On 20 June 2004 the game that is worth a whole season is played. At the end of the 90 mins both teams are level on 0-0.  The bianconeri won on extra time with two goals coming from Roberto Biserni and Marco 

Ambrogioni, thus regaining back a place in Serie B. 

All the fans will always remeber an incident that happened during the first half of extra time.  After the goal of the temporary draw of Lumezzane a fight breaked out the protagonists being, among the other, the Cesena 

players, Manolo Pestrin, Rea and coach Fabrizio Castori, who entered the pitch to hit Pietro Strada after he was blatantly provoked by the lombard players who went to exult in front the romagnoli bench rather than their 

fans and to whom the discipline court handed a disqualification of three years, later reduced to two. 

In the season 2004/2005 the team plays a decent championship, struggling with heart and grit, obtaining salvation in the last league matches.  In the season 2005/06 above all expectations, thanks to the creativity of players 

like Luigi Turci, Emiliano Salvetti, Manolo Pestrin, Maurizio Ciaramitaro, Adriano Ferreira Pinto and Marco Bernacci and to coach Fabrizio Castori and his assistant Gadda, Cesena manage to win a place in the play-offs for 

promotion, reaching the sixth place useful, but being defeated by Torino in the semifinals. 

In the season 2006/2007, after a year full of rejoicing, Cesena faced a period of decline, caused by the ageing of the  symbol players such as Emiliano Salvetti and Luigi Turci and the unexpected and contested transfer, the 

pivot of the bianconeri midfiled as well as the star of the team: Manolo Pestrin.  The arrivals of imp0rtant new players like Del Cuore, Doudou and Anastasi do not comply to meet the needs of both the fans and the directors.  

The continuation and confirmation of Castori on the Cesena bench is a show of confidence the president has of the man from Tolentino, although he still had to pay for the long disqualification.  The team concludes the 

season in 16th place, only a point away from the play-off zone. 

After the incidents in Catania of the 2 February 2007 and the subsequent measures taken by the government, the "Dino Manuzzi" stadium, until completion of the works to bring the stadium up to the standard, find itself 

with a reduced capacity of 10,000 seats.  After the completion of the works, the stadium of Cesena returned to its original capacity in time for the start of the 2007/2008 season. 

THE RELEGATION OF 2008: 

In the season 2007/2008 the bianconeri experience a period of profound crisis of results.  The 27 October for  Cesena opens a series of four consecutive defeats which concludes on 10 November [14th 

Day], when the seahorse is beaten for 4-1 at Rimini, home of their historical rivals.  This umpteenth defeast costs coach Fabrizio Castori the bench, and is replaced by Giovanni Vavassori. 

The days following the match at Rimini the first contacts begun for the transfer of the club, that takes place on 21 December in a historical shift at the top of the club, with Giorgio Lugaresi who 

transfers the absolute majority of the shares of the club to Igor Campedelli, a yound entrepreneur in the local construction sector, who becomes the new president after 27 years of uncontested 

control of the Lugaresi family. 

On the 17th day, in the home clash with Frosinone, Cesena returns to victory with a 3-0 victory which puts an end to a fasting-record lasting 25 days.  However Cesena continues to have a difficult journey in the league.  On 25 

February 2008, the bianconeri loose heavily at home against Albinoleffe [0-3].  After the match coach Vavassori admits that the team lacks in all.  Campedelli decide to dissolve the relationship with Vavassori and restoring 

the confidence in Fabrizio Castori, who returns back to his post.  Nevertheless, the season ends with the relegation of Cesena in Serie C with two days still remaining to be played  [17 May , Treviso vs Cesena 2-1]. 

DOUBLE JUMP: FROM C TO A WITH BISOLI 

At the beginning of the 2008/2009 season, Fabrizio Castori leaves the team and in his place enters Pierpaolo Bisoli.  The team after a hesitant start, at the end of the season with the Lega Pro First Division League, surpassing 

in the last days Pro Patria, after an exciting head to head, returning immediately in Serie B, aided by a public always present and confident in obtaining prommotion: in this season the team distinct itself from the others for 
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the constant flow of fans both for home and away games 

Cesena faces the 2009/2010 season with salvation being its main objective.  The team soon shows as being well-organised and full of character.  The results soon begun to arrive and already after the first few days, the 

romagnoli finds themselves fighting for the top standings of the league. 

In the second round Cesena competes for direct promotion, with Brescia and Sassuolo.  Just with the Sassuolo, the seahorse of Cesena suffers an unexpected defeat. Friday 5 march at 20:30, in fact, is scheduled to be played 

the anticipate of the 29th day and with 14 minutes left and the result still 0-0, the game was suspended cause of snow.  As per regulations the match is concluded Tuesday 16 March, playing the 14 minutes remaining and 

Sassuolo ended by victorious with a goal from Donazzan in the first minute of the game.  The bianconeri are not discouraged, but rather remain on the field at the end of the game for a training session in preparation for 

their  next game: according to the coach Pierpoalo Bisoli, that was the moment in which he knew that Cesena could fulfill the dream to return to Serie A. 

The turning point for Cesena was the game played on 14 May in Lecce, just three matches to go to the end of the season.  For the locals, first in the table, a draw was enought to earn them promotion: after going behind in 

the first half, Cesena manages to reverse the result in the second half eding up winning 1-2, thanks to two goals from Dominique Malonga. Om 30 May 2010, last day of the league, at Piacenza, in front of more than six 

thousand bianconeri fans who invaded the emilian city, Cesena overcome the locals for 0-1, and thanks to the defeats of both Brescia at Padova, supersedes the lombardi, taking second place in the table. 

The romagnoli complete thus a historic double jump with the this direct promotion in Serie A, returning for the fourth time in the top flight, while in 70 years of history is the first time that Cesena succeeds in the exploit of a 

double consecutive promotion. 

AGAIN IN SERIE A AFTER TWENTY YEARS: 

In the season 2010/2011 Cesena disputes its eleventh league in Serie A and its return sees the team first drawing at the Olimpico 0-0 with Roma and then, on the second day of the league, overcoming 2-0 the mighty Milan of 

Massimiliano Allegri at the Dino Manuzzi.  On the third day, with the win on Lecce for 1-0, Cesena finds itself for the second time in its history topping the table of Serie A, in the company of Inter.  On 12 February 2011 the club 

is rewarded by CONI with the ‘Stella d'oro’ for Sporting Merit in recognition of the merits acquired in 70 years of activity.  On 15 May 2011 with a 1-0 home victory over Brescia, Cesena obtains the 

permanence in Serie A even for the next season 2011/2012, with a day in advance.  During the season the club put on show interesting players the likes of Marco Parolo, Emanuele Giaccherini and, 

for the first part of the season Yuto Nagatomo [transferred to Inter during the winter transfer window]. 

The season 2011/2012 which for Cesena is the twelfth in Serie A, starts with a change on the bench: Marco Giampaolo takes over the bianconeri from Massimo Ficcadenti, who leaves after just 

one season, even if a positive one.  Definitely important the first transfer operation finalised by the romagnoli, that after a courtship lasted 6 months, in June 2011 convinced player Adrian Mutu 

to sign a two-year contract with an option for the third year.  After a positive start, on 30 October 2011 Marco Giampaolo is sacked, reluctantly, by President Campedelli. In his place arrives 

Daniele Arrigoni, the rest is the present.... 

COORDINATION CLUBS CESENA 

The first year of presidency has been a year full of satisfactions and not only for the presence and permanence of our Cesena in Serie A.  Giving some figures, last year the Coordination has favoured the about 4,000 fans to 

watch Cesena away matches and included within about 3,000 new members.   Its a result to be proud of but at the same time transmit a sound concern.  A sound concern because, as is often the case, the 

year of the confirmation usually proves to be particularly difficult, not only from the football point of view, because the target is an increase in the number of both in persons to take along for away games 

as also for memberships.  The present-day Coordination does not forget or set aside the past and since our movement has moved the first steps officially in the year 1972, this year we celebrate our 40 

years, an important “seniority”.  Currently the Coordination counts internally about 30 Clubs with our pride being the Ginevra Club that acts as a connection with our beautiful country for several emigrants 

that in some way dissolve, with the passion for our Cesena, nostalgic for their own roots.  As already said it has been an important year that has seen Cesena involved in the top league.  The may have 

facilitated our task, so it seems, but at the same time has burdened us with more responsibilties in view that in Serie A there is a need to organise transfers with transport means “unusual and/or different” 

for example the plane.  Last season we have set in motion a series of initiatives with the scope of creating a climate of relaxation before the beginning of the matches.  In particular we had, in occasion of 

home games, exchange with the opposing fans and institutional representatives our guests under the motto “opponents on the pitch friends outside” making a sort of anticipated third time.  Another 

initiative has been the involvement of more families with the precise goal of making the stadium once again a place  to be practicable even by accompanied children.  In this sense, it is our duty to praise the club that from 

this year has ‘knocked down’ the so-called barriers to make more livable and more involving the stadium and at the same time transmit greater sense of responsability to the fans.  Returning to our initiatives carried out last 

year another idea was to organise football matches between our small fans and those of the opponents as happened in occassion of our matches against Parma and Genoa.  All these initiatives mentioned above are an 

integral part of the way we think sport should be all about and in general football in particular with the purpose of transmitting to the fans the desire to be part of a movement in which be recognised, in which be able, each 

with his own characteristic, give a hand in creating a group that gives a sense of belonging to those who take part and that the fact that one is not part of a group is interpreted as a lost opportunity.  No need to say more if 

not an enormous “in Bocca al lupo” to our Coordination  and to all our fans. 

Roberto Checchia  
President Coordination Clubs Cesena 
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Udine [Udin in friulian, Videm in slovenian, Weiden in ancient german] is an italian municipality of 99.846 inhabitants, the capital of its namesake province in the Italian region of Friuli-Venezia Giulia.  The city is at the centre of 

an urban area of approximately 175,000 inhabitants and is considered to be the historic capital city and today’s capital of Friuli. 

HISTORY:   

Capital of the historical region of Friuli, inhabited from the Neolithic period, increased in importance thanks to the decline of both Aquileia and Cividale.  Cited on the occassion of the 

donation of the city castle by  Emperor Otto II in 983 with the name of Utinum, from 1238 it became the residence of the Patriarchs of Aquileia.  Thanks to the Patriarch Bertoldo Andechs 

who moved from Cividale to Udine where he built the Patriarchal Palace, Udine became the most important city of the region for the trade and trafficking to the detriment of Aquileia and 

Cividale. 

The civil war of 1511  -  The city of Udine was involved, starting from the 27 febbraio 1511, from a civil war which has become known in history with the name of ’crudel zoiba grassa’ that 

proved bloody, and soon extended to all the Friuli.   To make worse the conditions of the population was, in the days that followed, a violent earthquake, after which numerous fires 

developed and the collopse of the city castle.  Good at last, come the plague to make deteriorate further the situation.  Linked to the ’Zoiba Grassa’  is the Friulian source of Romeo and 

Juliet, two youths, Lucina and Luigi, belonging to the rival families of Savorgnan and of Da Porto. 

From Venetian rule to the first wold war  -  Under the dominion of the Republic of Venice from 1420 to 1797, Udine became the fitth city of the Republic for importance and population [the first if we consider today’s Friuli-

Venezia-Giulia] and so it was up to the eighteenth century.  To the french interval due to the Napoleonic campaigns , following the Restoration Udine saw the transition to the Kingdom of Lombardy-Venetia, placed then 

under the Austrian Empire.  Finally, in 1866, it was added to the Kingdom of Italy. 

From the first world war to the end of 1900  -  During the first world war Udine was, until the defeat of Caporetto, seat of the high italian command, so much so as to receive the title of “capital of the war".  The psychiatric 

hospital of Sant’Osvaldo, a few kilometers from the military command of war operations, was transformed in 1916 into a military hospital.  The mentally ill were transferred to other hospitals in Italy but the hospital however 

hosted a thousand of patients, in part military personel.  Just near the hospital, a ammunitions depot was constructed.  On 27 August 1917 at 11.00a.m. the ammunition depot exploded, causing a disaster which the exact 

number of civilian and military casualties was never known and that caused the complete destruction of the neighbourhood, the church and the asylum of Sant’Osvaldo.  The disaster, probably caused by an underestimation 

of the risk of storing of ammunition and gas by the Italian soldiers, got through the military authorities censure, who in those months were in the city to direct the war operations, and is remembered by the citizens of Udine 

with the name “the bang of Sant’Oswaldo” or “the powder keg of Sant’Oswaldo”.  Less than two months later followed the defeat of the Caporetto, on the 24 October 1917. 

In the first post-war period the city became the capital of the Friuli Province, which included the then province of Gorizia (until 1927), and the current provinces of Pordenone [until 1968] and Udine.  After 8 September 1943, it 

was placed under the direct administration of the Third Reich which ceased with the end of the German occupation in April 1945. 

On 6 May 1976 the city was struck by the disastrous earthquake in Friuli.  Although in Udine the number of victims was not high, the city contributed in a substantial way towards reconstruction, organising the aid to the 

stricken population.  Following the disastrous earthquake, was appointed by the Italian government commissioner for civil protection Giuseppe Zamberletti.   Excatly on that occasion was born a modern and organised Italian 

civil protection.  

The years of terrorism also hit the city.  In 1978 the victim was the marshal Antonio Santoro. 

Symbols  -  The coat of arms of the Municipality of Udine is a white and black shield surmounted by a ducal crown, that also incorporates the coat of arms of the Savorgnan Family.  On the ducal crown is placed a rising horse. 

The shield is surrounded by a laurel branch and a branch of oak, bounded togather by a tri-colour ribbon to which is pinned the gold medal for military valor. 

Other symbols of Udine are :  
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 Hercules and Cacus, i.e., the two eighteenth century statues placed in piazza Libertà and familiarly called by the udinesi in Friulian “Florean and Venturin”.  The two statues came 

      from the destruction of the Torriani Palace which was placed in piazza XX Settembre and  were presented by the Torriani Family to the city; 

 the two moors placed on the Loggia of piazza Libertà; 

 the football team of Udinese, which wears the city colours, i.e. white and black, and is one of the most oldest teams in Italy being founded in 1896; 

 the castle of Udine. 

 

 

MONUMENTS AND PLACES OF INTERESTS : 

 Number 
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Jan  -  Mar 

2012 

LOGGIA DEL LIONELLO 

Overlooking the central piazza Libertà [formerly called “Cantarena], is a public 

loggia in Venetian gothic style, on which work begun in 1448 by Bartolomeo 

delle Cisterne on drawings by goldsmith Nicolò Lionello and ended in 1457.  

During the centuries it underwent  various changes and, as a result of the 

disastrous fire that destroyed it in 1876, was restored by Andrea Scala on the 

original drawings.  Most of the works that were present inside are now 

preserved in the city museum among which the cycle of canvases of the 

Serenissima Republic of Venice and the Madonna with Child by Giovanni Antonio 

dè Sacchis, dated 1516. 

LOGGIA AND TEMPIETTO OF SAN GIOVANNI   

In front of the loggia del Lionello, is found the loggia and temple of San 

Giovanni, built in 1533 by the Lombard architect Bernardino di Morcote.  

Their implementation entailed numerous problems, both to the urban and 

practical plan.  The work that resulted has a vaguely brunelleschi taste.  The 

church which was formerly dedicated to San Giovanni, is now used as a 

temple for the Fallen.   

TORRE DELL'OROLOGIO 

Incorporated in the loggia of San Giovanni, the tower was built in 1527 on a 

design by Giovanni da Udine that was inspired by the Venetian tower in piazza 

San Marco.  At its top arise the two moors who strike the hours on a bell, the 

current copper sculptures date back to 1852 and have replaced the original 

wooden ones. 

ARCO BOLLANI AND CHURCH OF SANTA MARIA IN CASTELLO 

From piazza Libertà and along the ascent of the Castello, crossing Arco 

Bollani designed by Andrea Palladio in 1556 and surmounted by the lion of 

San Marco.  Running through the Loggia of Lippomano, dated 1487, arrives 

to the oldest church in the city, Santa Maria di Castello.  Against the church 

is placed the medieval building, house of the Confraternity, restored in 1930. 

THE CASTELLO 

The imposing edifice dominates the hill and the entire city of Udine.  From time 

immemorial, a fortified site was present on the hill, as witnessed by neolithic and 

roman remains found on the site.  After numerous restructuring the castle was 

severly damaged by an earthquake in 1511.  On 2 October 1517, the reconstruction 

work begun and lasted for a long time due to lack of funds and the vastness and 

complexity of the work, initially entrusted to Giovanni Fontana who in 1519 left 

the city and renounced to complete the work.  The sixteenth century roman 

appearance of the building makes it  look more like a mansion house then a 

military infrastructure, and due to the intervention of Giovanni da Udine from 

1547 the work on the antiere was completed. Today the host the exhibition of the 

Parliament of Friuli which dates back to the XII century and one of the oldest in 

Europe 

CASA OF THE CONTADINANZA 

On the grassy space on the top of the hill of the castle, stands the house of 

the ‘Contadinanza’ in which resided the representatives of the peasants of 

friuli, third political party of the Friuli Homeland.  The present structure 

recomposed in 1931 is a copy of the original XVI century building that was 

situated between  via Vittorio Veneto and via Rauscedowhich.  The building 

has over the years hosted the armory of the castle and presently has been 

assigned  as premises for the tasting of the typical Friuli products. 
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DUOMO CATHEDRAL OF SANTA MARIA ANNUNZIATA 

Started being built 1236, on the wish of the patriarch Bertoldo of Andechs-

Merania, the construction was completed in a lapse of a century.  Next to 

the Cathedral is the bell tower with the Baptistery, now seat to a small 

museum of the Duomo. 

CHURCH OF SANT'ANTONIO ABATE   

Originally of gothic style dating back to the XIV century, was built as desired by 

the patriarch Nicolò of Luxemburg, altered in 1733 with the facade work of 

Giorgio Massari is situated near piazza Patriarcato.  Now deconsecrated, and 

used as an auditorium hosting exhibitions and shows.  Inside are found the 

tombs of the last four Patriarchs of Aquileia : Francesco and Ermolao Barbaro, 

Daniel and Dionisio Dolfin.  
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CHURCH OF THE REDENTORE   

Dates back to 1733, in neoclassical style, is located in via Mantica. 

CHURCH OF SAN GIACOMO  

Built in 1378 at the desire of the Confraternity of the mimic, initially as a 

chapel then enlarged, is situated in the ancient piazza delle Erbe, now 

piazza Matteotti, but better known as piazza San Giacomo.  The current 

facade dates back to 1525, work of Bernardino of Morcote.  Next to it 

there stands the Chapel of All Souls realised in 1744 which in its interior 

holds a painting by Michelangelo Grigoletti. 

CAPPELLA MANIN   

Eighteenth century building on a hexagonal plan in baroque style 

commissioned by Count Manin to Arch. Domenico Rossi, rises near Palazzo 

Torriani, inside there are works of the sculptor Giuseppe Torretti. 

PALAZZO PATRIARCALE   

It is one of the most famous among the palaces of the city that from 29 

April 1995 houses the Diocesan Museum.  The Patriarchal Palace of Udine 

was once the residence of the patriarch of Aquileia  and now of the 

archbishop.  The architectural context and its extrodinary beauty in which 

the museum collections were set up, were at the base for the choise of 

calling the whole complex “Diocesan Museum and Galleries of the 

Tiepolo”. 

CHURCH OF SAN PIETRO MARTIRE 

The church is located in via Valvason, and was part of the an old dominican 

convent of the thirteenth century, it was consacrated in 1285, the current 

building dates back to the nineteenth century, inside frescoes by Andrea 

Urbani. 

CHURCH OF SAN FRANCESCO 

The church was consecrated in 1266 and with the adjacent convent represents 

the beginning of the order of Franciscan friars presence in the Patriarchate of 

Aquileia.  The church [now deconsecrated] is used to hold temporary exhibitions, 

while the convent is the Court Seat. 

OSSUARY TEMPLE OF THE FALLEN OF ITALY  

Accomplished between 1925 and 1936 as desire of Mons. Casattini and projected 

by Arch. Provino Valle, this structure dominates the front of piazzale XXVI luglio 

1866, inside are preserved 25,000 corpses of fallen soldiers of the first world 

war. 

PALAZZO COMUNALE 

Typical example of Art Nouveau architecture of the XX century.  It is also known 

by the name of its architect the friulian Raimondo D’Aronco who projected the 

palace. 

It was built between 1911 to 1932 on a site of an earlier building of the ‘500. 
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Udinese Calcio 

Udinese Calcio [Udin in friulano], known as Udinese, is the main football club of Udine and of Friuli and is one of the oldest teams in Italy, since being founded on 30 November 1896. 

The club’s colours are the white and the black, that is, those of the coat of arms of the city [that also appears in the badge of the club]; from these two colours are derived the main nicknames given to 

the team; bianconeri and zebrette. 

The best results in its history in regards to national competitions are the final of Coppa Italia reached in 1922 and the third place in the Serie A season 1997/1998; as regards the european competitions, 

numerous are the participation in the UEFA Cup/Europa League, in which it never went beyond the quarterfinals, in addition to an appearance in the UEFA Champions League in the 2005/2006 edition, 

the victory of the Intertoto Cup in 2000 and the attainment of the preliminary Champions League with the fourth place in the season 2010/2011. 

FOUNDATION AND EARLY YEARS: 

Udinese Calcio was established in 1896 as part of the Società Udinese di Ginnastica e Scherma, [Udinese Society of Gymnastics and Fencing].  In its inaugural year, the club 

won the Torneo FNGI in Treviso beating Ferrara 2–0; however this title is not recognised as official. 

On 5 July 1911, some gymnasts of Udinese, headed by Luigi Dal Dan, founded the A.C. Udinese, which joined the FIGC. The new side made its debut in a friendly match 

against Juventus Palmanova, and won 6–0. 

It was only in 1912/1913 that Udinese first took part in an official FIGC championship.  In that year they enrolled in the Campionato Veneto di Promozione, which consisted 

of just three teams [the others were Petrarca and Padova]. With two victories against Padova [3–1 and 5–0], Udinese finished the tournament in second place behind 

Petrarca and were promoted to first-level Prima Categoria.  In Prima Categoria, Udinese failed to reach the national stage, always knocked out in the Eliminatoria Veneta. 

The 20s: COPPA ITALIA FINAL: 

The 1920/1921 season, which ended with the Friulani eliminated in the Eliminatoria Veneta, was memorable because it was the debut of Gino Bellotto, who is still the player who has played the most seasons with Udinese, 

spending 17 seasons with the Zebrette. 

In 1922, Udinese, taking advantage of the absence of big clubs, entered the F.I.G.C. Italian Football Championship and reached the Coppa Italia final losing 1–0 against Vado, thanks to an 

overtime goal. 

In the league, Udinese finished second in Girone Eliminatorio Veneto, which allowed them to remain in the top flight for the next season, despite a reform of the championships that reduced 

the number of teams in the competition. 

The 1922/1923 season was a disastrous one for Udinese, as they came last in and were relegated to the second division. The team risked failure for debts in 1923. On 24 August 1923, AS 

Udinese separated from AC Udinese Friuli, and the club was forced to set up a budget and an autonomous board. Fortunately, all debts were paid by President Alessandro Del Torso through 

the sale of some of his paintings and Udinese could thus join the Second Division in which they came fourth. 

The 1924/1925 season was memorable. The team was included in Group F II Division. The championship was very even and at the end of the tournament three teams were in contention to win: Udinese, Vicenza and Olympia 

River. Playoffs were needed to determine who would reach the final round. 

Udinese beat Olympia in a playoff 1–0 and drew 1–1 with Vicenza. In the play-off standings, Udinese and Vicenza were still in the lead with 3 points each. Another play-off was then played to determine the winner. After a first 

encounter finished 0–0, Udinese lost a replay 2–1 but were awarded the win as Vicenza fielded an ineligible player, a Hungarian called Horwart. Udinese reached the finals in place of Vicenza. 

In the final round, Udinese finished first and was promoted, alongside Parma, to First Division. In the following season, Udinese finished 10th and was relegated again. However, the format of the championship was again 

reformed and Udinese had another chance to reclaim their place in the top flight. They competed in play-offs with seven other sides for the right to play in Serie A. The winner would remain in the top flight. The club, 

however, lost the playoff against Legnano and lost their place in the top flight. 

They remained in Second Division until the end of the 1928/1929 season when Serie A and Serie B were created, with Udinese falling into the third tier [Terza Serie]. The first season in Terza Serie was a triumphant one and 

Udinese were promoted up to Serie B. 
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THE 30s AND 40s: 

The stay in Serie B lasted only two years, and after the 1931–32 season, the team returned to the third division. Udinese remained in the third tier [later renamed Serie C in 1935] until 

1938/1939, when coming second in Girone Finale Nord di Serie C, they were promoted to Serie B. 

The Zebrette remained in Serie B for a dozen years, with average performances and were relegated to Serie C at the end of the 1947/1948 season due to a reform of the championships. This 

relegation, however, was followed by two consecutive promotions, and thanks to an excellent second place finish in the Serie B 1949/1950, the Friulani won a historic promotion to Serie A. 

THE 50s: SECOND PLACE IN A, AND RELEGATION BACK TO B: 

Udinese remained in Serie A for five seasons and almost claimed an historic Scudetto in the 1954/1955 season, when they came second only behind Milan. It was after that season, however, 

that Udinese was relegated because of an offence committed on 31 May 1953, the last day of the championship, which was exposed two years later. The Friuliani returned to Serie A after one 

season in B and in the following season was confirmed among the best Italian teams with an excellent fourth place finish. 

THE 60s AND 70s: DECLINE: 

A decline followed those good seasons, however, with Udinese first relegated back down to Serie B in 1961/1962 and then to Serie C in 1963/1964. Udinese remained in C for about 

fifteen years missing promotion back to B on numerous occasions. It was only after the 1977/1978 season that the Friuliani, led by manager Massimo Giacomini, returned to B winning 

Girone A. In the same season, they won the Coppa Italia Semiprofessionisti, beating Reggina and also won the Anglo-Italian Cup. 

THE 80s: MITROPA CUP AND THE SCANDAL OF 1986: 

During the next season, Udinese with Giacomini as their manager, won Serie B and returned after more than two decades to Serie A. In their first year back after so long, the team 

survived after a disappointing 15th place finish. In Europe, they fared much better, winning the Mitropa Cup, a European Cup for teams that had won the previous season of Serie B. 

In subsequent seasons the team managed to survive relegation without any particular difficulty also managing an impressive sixth place in 1982/1983. At that time Udinese had on its 

books one of the club's all time greatest players, the Brazilian Zico. 

At the end of the 1985/1986 season, the team was embroiled in a betting scandal and was penalized nine points for the 1986/1987 season. Despite a desperate comeback towards the 

end of the season, Udinese were relegated to Serie B. Had they not been deducted points, Udinese would have survived. 

THE 90s AND EARLY 2000's: EUROPE: 

During the following years, Udinese were promoted to Serie A and relegated back to B on several occasions. This situation lasted until the 1995/1996 season, from which point on, they established 

themselves in Serie A. 

The 1996/1997 season saw Udinese qualify for the UEFA Cup, with Alberto Zaccheroni as manager. The following season, they managed a third place finish behind Juventus and Internazionale, largely 

thanks to Oliver Bierhoff's 27 goals. 

In March 2001, Luciano Spalletti was appointed manager, replacing Luigi De Canio. Spalletti managed to lead the team to survival on the penultimate matchday. Following brief periods with Roy Hodgson 

and Giampiero Ventura on the bench, Spalletti was again appointed manager of Udinese at the beginning of the 2002/2003 season, finding an organized and ambitious club which again reached the UEFA 

Cup, playing attacking and entertaining football. 

The surprising fourth place finish at the end of the 2004/2005 season saw Udinese achieve their first qualification for the UEFA Champions League in the history of the club. At the end of that same season, 

Spalletti announced his intention to leave Udinese. 

The following season, Udinese played in the Champions League preliminary round, beating Sporting Lisbon 4–2 on aggregate. Udinese were drawn in a tough group alongside Panathinaikos, Werder Bremen and FC Barcelona. 

Despite a 3–0 win over Panathinaikos in their first match, courtesy of a Vincenzo Iaquinta hat trick, the team failed to qualify for the knockout rounds, coming in third in their group, equal on points with second placed Werder 

and behind eventual champions Barcelona. 

RECENT HISTORY: 

After a year in the Champions League, Udinese finished tenth and returned once more to mid-table mediocrity. The turning point occurred during the summer of 2007, when the club announced the appointment of Sicilian 
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manager Pasquale Marino and also made various quality purchases including Fabio Quagliarella and Gökhan Inler. 

The 2007/2008 season started well with a draw at home against champions Internazionale, but the enthusiasm was quickly erased after the first home match which finished in a 5–0 loss to newly-promoted Napoli. After this 

match, Udinese's fortunes changed, starting with a victory over Juventus thanks to a late Antonio Di Natale goal. Udinese remained in contention for the fourth Champions League spot with Milan, Fiorentina, and Sampdoria 

until the end of the season, but ultimately finished in seventh place, qualifying for the UEFA Cup. 

At the start of the 2008/2009 season, during the press conference to present the new season's kit, the new official website was also presented, and an absolute novelty in the Italian championship, the first Web TV channel 

dedicated to a football club called Udinese Channel was launched, totally free and visible worldwide. 

In the 2008/2009 season, Udinese had a mixed bag of results in Serie A with a 3–1 win at Roma and a 2–1 win over Juventus, but 10 losses against Reggina, Cheivo, and Torino dented their hopes of Champions League 

qualification. In the UEFA Cup, Udinese found themselves in a group with potential favourites Tottenham Hotspur, N.E.C., Spartak Moscow, and Dinamo Zagreb, but eased through the group with a convincing 2–0 win 

against Tottenham. They beat Lech Poznań in the next round 4–3 on aggregate, and then beat holders Zenit Saint Petersburg 2–1 on aggregate. In the quarter-final against Werder Bremen, with injuries to star players 

Antonio Di Natale, Samir Handanović, and Felipe, they lost 6–4 on aggregate. Fabio Quagliarella managed eight goals in the campaign. They finished the season in the seventh spot, missing out on any European football the 

following year. 

The 2009/2010 season was an extremely disappointing ones for the players and fans alike. Even though Antonio Di Natale managed to score 29 goals in the league and finished top goalscorer, the season 

was spent battling against relegation. In the end, they finished in 15th, nine points and three places clear of the relegation zone. The only highlight of the campaign was reaching the 

semi-final of the Coppa Italia, beating Lumezzane in the round of 16, Milan in the quarter-finals, and eventually losing 2–1 to Roma on aggregate. 

In the summer transfer window of 2010, Udinese sold Gaetano D'Agostino, Simone Pepe, Marco Motta, and Aleksandar Luković. They also brought in players that proved to be the 

key to their success in the 2010/2011 Serie A; Mehdi Benatia and Pablo Armero, a goalkeeper and fullback, respectively. After a poor start to the season, losing their first four games 

and drawing the fifth, Udinese went on to record their highest points total in history and finished in the fourth position, again earning themselves a spot in the Champions League 

qualifying round. Di Natale, with 28 goals, became the first back-to-back capocannoniere since Lazio's Giuseppe Signori accomplished the feat in 1993 and 1994. A 0–0 home draw 

with Milan on the final matchday secured the Champions League spot for Udinese. Coach Francesco Guidolin kept his promise of "dancing like Boateng" if they qualified for the Champions League and 

did a little jig in the middle of the pitch. In the Coppa Italia, Udinese lost to Sampdoria in the round of 16 on penalties after the match ended 2–2. 

The 2011/2012 season continued in much the same fashion, even though Udinese lost three key players to larger clubs - Alexis Sánchez to FC Barcelona, Gökhan Inler to Napoli, and Cristián Zapata to 

Villarreal CF. In the Champions League qualifying round, Udinese were drawn against Arsenal and lost the away leg 1–0. At the Stadio Friuli, Udinese lost 2–1, 3–1 on aggregate, and entered the Europa League group phase. 

Antonio Di Natale missing a penalty that at the time would have taken Udinese through. Domestically, Udinese started strong but with their quality shown in defence, conceding the least of all teams after 15 games, only 

seven. 

On 29 November 2011 the club and the whole team received from CONI the ‘Collare d'Oro’ for sporting merit, maximum award for Italian sport, granted to those football clubs with more then 100 years of history. 

COLOURS, SYMBOLS AND OTHER...: 

Badge  -  Udinese in its history has had numerous coats of arms, but always reproducing the colours and the coat of arms of the Friulan city. 

The first coat of arms is of the early ’70s, depicting a shield with inside the vertical bianconeri stripes, and the three letters ACU [Associazione Calcistica Udinese].  

The second one, appeared in the early ‘80s, with the advent of president Lamberto Mazza, where inside the shield with the inverted V, as on the coat of arms of the municipality of Udine was inserted the Z of 

Zanussi, company which controlled the club, and above was placed the inscription Udinese Calcio. 

The third is a variant of the second, in fact with the departure of Zanussi, and the acquisition of the club by Giampaolo Pozzo, the Z disappeared and remained only the shield with the coat of arms of Udine. 

The fourth coat of arms appeared on the bianconeri jerseys in the season 1995/1996, the shield was surrounded by a circle first grey then black.  To return back to the colour grey in the season 2010/2011 

wrapped up with two branches of laurel.  All the coats of arms had the famous ’V’ upside down . 

Anthem  -  The official anthem of Udinese Football is entitled ‘Vinci Per Noi’ and is sung by Nicole Pellicani, choralist of singer Elisa; the song is proposed at the beginning of every game played at the Friuli Stadium.   

Previously the anthem was ‘Alè Udin’, sung by the popular friulan singer Dario Zampa: the refrain has become the distinctive chorus of the friulani fans. 
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STADIUM: 

The playing pitch is the ‘Friuli Stadium’ of Udine, inaugurated in 1976 in replacement of the Stadium Moretti, which was demolished and in its place there is now an urban park.  

Designed by the engineer Giuliano Parmegiani from Udine, it has 30,667 seats and is considered as one of the most successful plants from the aesthetic point of view.  The stadium is located 

in the north-west of the city in the Rizzi district, in a rather peripheral position.  A detail of the Friuli Stadium and symbol of this plant is the majestic arc, with its 33 meters of height to the 

top makes a ceiling to the stand.  

The stadium is very accessible as it is close to the ring road and the A23 motorway; besides, being located in the suburbs and not in the center of the city as in the case of many stadiums in 

Italy, the adapting works to the Pisanu-Amato standards have been much easier to impliment.  Moreover, is one of the most safe in both Italy and in Europe, so much so that the Friuli only in 

big games which recall big audiences to the stadiums the forces of the order are used, the video surveillance system, installed in 2007, allows a total coverage of the sports plant.  

The will of the president Giampaolo Pozzo is to operate a profound restructuring of the stadium, eliminating the athletics track which has never been used and approaching the stands to the 

pitch, to give the spectators a better visibiltiy.  The stadium will also be fully covered and equipped with food establishments and recreational areas.  The restructering should start in May 2012, consistent with the 

administrative procedures to be dealt with togather with the municipality of Udine, owner of the stadium.  The work will proceed at stages, demolishing and reconstructing in order the north stand, the south stand and the 

distinguished stand.  The completion of the work is planned for 2014. 

ASSOCIATION UDINESE CLUB 

The Udinese Club was founded on 10 October 1966 acknowledge the initiatives of the ‘50s when Udinese in Serie A was followed by fans in every part of Italy, first by the caravan of the BIRRA MORETTI 

then by the caravans of the weekly sports publication " LA ZEBRETTA".  Its Zeno Bertolini, company buses employee from Udine, the promoter of the initiative which found in Luigi Turchetti, Luciano Soncin, 

Davincito Tavano, Sergio Franzil and Luigi Cossio, all patrons of the "Pullman Bar" of Viale Leopardi in Udine, the other founding members.  The debut of organised Friuli fans in clubs takes place on the 

occasion of a friendly match between the bianconeri and Cagliari.  First president was Luigino Turchetti and the first perpheral section is that of Forni di Sopra. Members rapidly begun to rose up to 2,000 

divided into 37 sections.   The difficulties, especially of organisational level in addition to the continuous failures of the team contributed to a decrease of activity of the club until in 1970 reached, to the 

ceasing of all activities.  

The stale-mate lasts until October 1972 when, in view of the first thrilling results, season 1972/1973, enthusiasm begun to be rekindled.  President of the Udinese club in that season is Alessandro Beltrame, a manzanese lawyer, 

which is assisted by the vice presidents Sergio and Pierpaolo Cautero and the secretary Renato Guatto.  The activities of the club becomes more intense with dozens and dozens of buses which every Sunday depart from 

piazzale 26 luglio to follow the bianconeri in all the stadiums of Serie C. With 20 buses for Lecco and Vercelli and up to 50 for the decieder in Vicenza against Parma.  With the advent of season 1973/1974 the Club increased its 

members up and over to 3,600 divided into 53 sections under the chairmanship of Pierpaolo Cautero, to arrive to 4,200 members divided in 74 sections in season 1975/1976 and put foward a  proposal of the creation of a 

limited company with popular participation.  The directors of Udinese appear clerly skeptical on the proposal but changed attitude when the Club council managed to hook up, unexpectedly, the industrialist Teofilo Sanson 

already present in the world of sport with prominent activities in cycling and rugby.  Thus was born the Udinese Calcio S.p.a., which replaced the Associazione Calcio Udinese and the Club, to have three of its representatives on 

the administration council, and take on the challange to find the quota of 50 milion lire in shares and, despite the serious difficulties caused by the earthquake of 6 May, the objective is not missed and the sum of 54 million is 

reached with ease . 

Our Association was formed in September 2001 by bringing togather the ceased former clubs "Associazione Italiana Udinese Clubs" and "Raggruppamento Club Forza Udinese".  Nonpolitical and non-profitable, the A.U.C. has  

the aim to support the team of Udinese Calcio, promote activities between fans and increase the number of supporters. 
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A Magical BiancoNero Night… 

by Roby Checchia  - Coordination Clubs Cesena  

Songs, toasts, laughter and an avalanche of wishes, all strictly coloured White and Black.  All this is the ‘La 

Notte BiancoNera’ this year held at the Circolo ACLI of Sant’Angelo.  Over 500 persons filled the reception 

hall San Michele, a feast desired and organised throughout, by the Coordination, guests of honour the 

team, technical and managerial staff of Cesena calcio, present also the President of the province Massimo 

Bulbi, the Mayor of  Gatteo, Gianluca Vincenzi and the boxer of Savignano, Matteo Signani "The Jaguar", 

italian middleweight champion who donated his gloves and shorts as a prize for the charity raffle whose 

proceeds goes to the family house ’Sorriso’ of Montianio.  A feast in the family in which players and 

technical staff sat mixed on the various tables reserved for the Clubs affiliated members to the 

Coordination.   The evening was conducted by Daniele Magnani, with the collaboration of Roberto 

Tamburini "Toby".  On stage sang and played the super fan Loris from Pordenone.  Before the usual 

karaoke contest it was the great voice of Giorgia Galassi ex competitor of ‘Amici’, great Cesena fan.  

Surely the cake could not be missing, even in our case spectacular, on which was written "Always and 

everywhere by your side... in 2012 we want only one thing".  Between photos and autographs players 

and directors rewarded some of the clubs that distinguished themselves in 2011 for passion and 

commitment, Stefano Lucchi and Omar Galassi respectively Presidents of Club Torcida BiancoNera of 

San Cristoforo and Club Kick Off of Villachiaviche.  Awards also for Pio Evangelisti President of the Club 

Settecrociari one of the historical Clubs of the great family of the Coordination, Oliviero Bisacchi 

President of the Club Ginevra e Marco Benotti of Mirandola (MO), as Clubs and fans who come from a 

long distance to follow Cesena, in addition a special award for the young fan of the year Marco Bratti, all 

awarded with a sweatshirt celebrating the forty years of the Coordination which reaches this important 

goal in 2012.  A thanksgiving to all those who have strived hard for the great success of the evening. 

HAPPY NEW YEAR AND FORZA CESENA FOREVER!!! 
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Press Release from Cosenza... 

received and pubblished 

Once again the fans of Cosenza Calcio pay duty to the stupidty of a single person! 

In this regard, the Coordinating Centre Clubs Cosenza Calcio 1914 "Gigino Lupo" 1987 is close to all 

the rossoblù fans banned for three home league matches, thus loosing the opportunity to attend 

and suffer for their team.  

A special thought goes to the season ticket holders who will be deprived of a spectacle they have 

already paid for. 

However it goes, we will never give up, and will always be close to our team colours, against our 

sporting opponents, in respect of the rules of the civil cohabition, against every form of 

violence...and against all stupidity! 

We have to inform you that today, 12 January 2012, a meeting previouly agreed upon on 2 January 

2012 had to be held, between the organised fans and the new club "Nuova Cosenza Calcio". 

The meeting was not held because the club, seeing the particular moment, failed to be present at 

the Centre seat, even notifying the fans of the forfeit at the last minute.  

It is hoped that this is only related to the moment and is hoped that a meeting takes place in the 

short time possible.  

For the Coordinating Centre Clubs Cosenza Calcio 1914 

"Gigino Lupo" 1987 

President 

Riccardo di Donato 
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Players and Fans with toast the Nuovo Coordinamento... 

 article taken from L’Arena .it 

As per tradition.  In the evening of the Gialloblù Christmas the organised fans condensate their emotions that 

accompany the passion of the loyal fan of Verona towards the team of their heart.  Its the evening that the 

Nuovo Coordinamento Club Hellas Verona 2003 has organised on 14 December and which was transformed, 

just, in a true tribute to whom give us such emotions.  In particular to whom has been the absolute creater of 

this wonderful journey that has projected the Hellas to the summits of the Serie B league.  We refer in 

particular to the president Giovanni Martinelli who collected the big embrace of hundreds of fans present 

that precisely in him see the tenacity and the passion of a director who, first of all, is a great fan.  The feast 

took place in the restaurant ’La Nuova Perla Da Galvan’ - managed by the owners Paolo and Sofia - and has 

also seen the participation of a good part of the directors group with counselor Giampietro Magnani, the 

sports director Mauro Gibellini, team manager Sandro Mazzola, press officer Simone Puliafito, marketing 

manager Simone Salizzoni, the secretaries Elena Fraccaroli and Nicoletta Manfrin.  With the brilliant music of 

Rcs guided by the crisping dj Marco Falco and the inimitable verve of Gigi Vesentini the evening was spent, as 

usual seeing the players mixed between the diners to participate in their enthusiasm. <<A special 

thanksgiving goes - say those responsable of the Nuovo Coordinamento - to those who organised the 

wonderful evening, the entire staff with president Stefano Ortolani and his collaborators Gino, Carla, Nicoletta, 

Alberto, Igino and the guys of Calcio Club Razza Gialloblù of Roverchiara.  A special thanks also to all our Clubs 

that with their participation have made the evening lively and indelible linked with the Christmas festivities». 
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Fair Play Please ! 

by the Coordination Centre Inter Club  

MILAN – It is a long established parctice that the rappresentatives of opposing coordinations 

make a visit to the Coordination Centre Inter Club with the ritual exchange of compliments 

and pennants.  

An initiative that wants to reiterate with force the sound principles that animate the fan 

organisations legally constituted and operating, always convinced that it is possible to 

support collectively , warm and colourful, provided this is done in the forms of a healthy 

sports culture and peaceful coexistence, in respect with the ethical sports values.  

This is what happened Saturday 7 January on the occassion of Inter vs Parma in the offices of 

the CCIC where, the sign of fair play, a pleasant exchange of gifts took place between Fausto 

Sala and Sergio Spairani of the CCIC and Nello Mendi [FISSC Delegate], Veronica Gabelli, 

Romeo Saccani  and Simone Burani counsellors of the Coordination Centre Parma Clubs. 
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Mantua, the fans arise <<Ready for legal action>>...  

article taken from the Gazzetta di Manotva 

MANTUA - So much anger.  The sporting face of Mantua is witnessing to the evolution of the situation to the football scandal affair 

that shook the italian football world.  The biancorossi fans now want to raise their voice: the Coordinating Center Mantova Club, in 

collaboration with all the biancorossi fans [first and formost with the ‘Curva Te’] decided to move from words to deeds. «We met in a 

straordinary council  – explained the vice president of the Ccmc Dionigi Biancardi – and we decided to move to protect our rights as 

fans». Biancardi who is a lawyer, yesterday morning presented himself to the office of the prosecutor Di Martino in Cremona to verify 

the state of the investigations: « I have done a first survey – explains the same lawyer – because the orientation of the Ccmc is that to 

form itself as part of the offended party in the next trial.  We are currently still in the phase of the investigations and thus have to be 

caution, but the idea is to make our voice heard through this means».  In just a few words Avv. Biancardi is ready to represent the 

biancorossi fans in the appropriate seat to vindicate «The moral damage suffered by all fans».   Even the president of the CCmc 

confirms the union and the desire for clarity of all the sporting city of Mantua: «There is an enormous popular resentment around this 

event – Luca Carreri explained – and so we are favourable in joining forces to make our voices heard.  We do not seek economic 

compensation, but only the recognition of our state as persons who have suffered a wrong.  After all that came out, now is the time to 

raise our hands and let see who we are».  The idea is to be show a way for other fans to come out into the open: «We chose the 

institutional path – continued Carreri – precisely because we want to say enough is enough to these situations which have nothing to 

do with football and our passion as fans».  The leaders of the ’Curva Te’ in the evening have confirmed «The concept expressed by 

Ccmc is shared by us too.  Now its time to see what can be done actively».    

Meanwhile yesterday to Carlo Gervasoni were granted house arrest.  The former A.C. Mantova defender had been in jail since 19 

December.  The player, during the interrogations in front of the gip Guido Salvini and the public prosecutor Roberto Di Martino, has 

broadened the shadow of fixed matches, also talking about 3 matches in Serie A and a dozen of players involved.  The house arrest 

were granted by the gip after the questioning of Tuesday which lasted 6 hours.  On the site gazzettadimantova.it there are more 

then 150 signatures collected in the context of the initiative launched by Virgilians Kaos to support the collective proposal for legal 

action to protect the rights of fans harmed by this football scandal.  
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As per tradition,  last thursday 15 December at the discotecha Mascara, organised by the 

Coordinating Centre Mantova Club, was held the fifth edition of the Christmas Biancorosso. 

It was a big success with stadium cheering when on the stage accompanied by various directors, 

mister Claudio Valigi and all the team came up the president Bruno Bompieri who greeted the 

fans and wished them the season greetings. 

Satisfaction on the part of the president of the Ccmc, Luca Carreri, for the animation that all 

present transmitted to the environment. 

Magliette rigorosamente del Mantova in regalo a tutti i bambini presenti. 

Fith Christmas Biancorosso... 

by the Coordination Centre Mantova Club. 
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At Rocca di Cambio after two years... 

by Fabrizio Di Francesco. 

In the splendid picture frame of the Abruzzo Appennine, at 1483 meters of altitude, the Roma club Rocca di Cambio, 

togather with the municipal administration, has organised a feast to which the Italian Association Roma Club were 

invited.  The purpose of the event: rewarding the AIRC for its efforts of solidarity made on the occasion of the 

earthquake of 6 April 2009.  In that tragic occasion the Roma clubs members of the AIRC were the protagonists of a 

collection of funds, that in a week brought to the accomplishment of a large tent, with tables and chairs, video 

projector and a maxi screen, inside the tent set up by the civil protection in the small town in the province of L’Aquila. 

Accepting the invitation of the president of the club, Giovanni Sulpizi, many Roma Clubs contributed to donate that 

useful structure that over time has allowed the inhabitants of Rocca di Cambio, forced to live for a long time outside 

their damaged or destroyed homes, to meet all in one place.  As recounted by the outgoing mayor Antonio Paci, the 

structure has served as a place of gathering of the local population, slightly more then 500 inhabitants, used as 

meeting, ceremony, video room and whatever else.  At a distance of little more than two years, the general situation 

has much improved; many houses have been rebuilt, the camp has been dismantled, the community has returned to 

normal life; even though, many families have been relocated to the homes prepared outside the town centre, breaking 

the relationship with their village.  In fact, it was a beautiful evening full of cordiality and friendship.  All enlivened by a succulent dinner, organised at the restaurant ‘Spadone’, 

true general headquarters of the giallorossi fans.  The outgoing mayor, togather with the president Sulpizi, presented a plate of thanksgiving to the councillor Gianfranco Rosati, 

present in representation of the AIRC.  Rosati in thanking the club and the municipal institutions, reiterated that the real thanks should be extended to all the Roma Clubs of AIRC 

that in those tragic moments wanted to be near the citizens of Abruzzo terribly affected by the earthquake. "From Malta to Sweden, from Finland, to the Roma Club Japan and to 

all the Roma Clubs scattered around Italy, all wanted to do their part", recounted Rosati; "were collected more than 7,000 euros" all intended for the purchase of the structures 

that we have talked about.  On that occasion the former AS Roma footballer, Alberto Aquilani, donated his game shirt that was put for auction between the Roma Clubs and was 

won by the Roma Club Palombara Sabina for 500 euros.  At the end of the evening to the youngest member of the Club, Gabriele Cerasola, was donated by AIRC the jersey of the 

Captain Francesco Totti with a dedication written on it.  Even this gesture has to be interpreted as a sign that life is returning to normal. 
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The Christmas raffle of the A.I.R.C…. 

by Fabrizio Di Francesco. 

Friday 9 Dicember, at the coordination centre offices in via Montaigne, took place in the presence of a numerous 

representation of members, the extraction of the winning ticket in the traditional Christmas lottery of the AIRC.  For years 

now, in the vicinity of Christmas the AIRC organises a lottery that this year was particularly rich in prizes: from the satellite 

navigator to the mobile phone of last generation, from dinner for four persons at a known restaurant in Olevano to the 

laptop, from the personal computer up to the first three lucky numbers. Third prize: a 37 inch led tv; second prize: a week’s 

skiing in Cortina for two persons.  Finally, the first prize: a scooter Piaggio Liberty 150.  One could understand the interest of 

all present that have anxiously followed the extraction of the winning numbers by the commission composed by Andrea 

Cavallo, Guido Damiani, Gianfranco Rosati and Alberto Caporro.  These are the winning tickets: third prize - 2075, second 

prize - 0164, first prize - 6428.  In the end president Lotito wished to thank all present and illustrated the upcoming initiatives 

of the Association recently agreed with the club. Naturally, he took the opportunity to give the season’s greetings to all the 

clubs, to all their families and to all the giallorossi friends.  Final toast with sparkling wine, panettorne and sweets.  

BEST WISHES TO ALL! 
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Triestina, collection between the fans to save the club... 

article taken from Ansa 

[ANSA] - TRIESTE, 18 JAN - Supporters of the Triestina steped down to support 

economically the club on the brink of bankruptcy. The alabardati fans, through the 

Coordination Centre Triestina Clubs, have announced the launch of a collection of funds “to 

cover at least the small costs of day-to-day management”.  We have never experienced such 

a sports drama so humiliating with a president/administrator that, in addition of finding the 

club’s telephone line closed and not paying the employees, coaches and players, ”nor has 

the money for the vans diesel, for the laundry and the small daily expenses".  

The initiative, christened ‘Trieste for the Union’, unite the fans: all united alongside 

collaborators that continue to operate in a regime of pure service done on a volunteer 

basis, sometimes using the personal resources to keep the club alive. 

Donations can be made at the Coordination Centre or in the clubs, or on the occasion of an 

evening organised by the ‘Curva’ on the 27 January or during the home game against 

Andria on the 29 January.  The patron Sergio Aletti must present himself 4 days before the 

civil court, last date to save Triestina from the second bankruptcy of its history.   
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Christmas with panettone... 

by Pierantonio Pasini   -  Coordination Centre Treviso Clubs 

A nice initiative from the Coordinating Centre Treviso Clubs on the occasion of the last home 

match of the year. 

During the interval of the game between Treviso and Montichiari, the Coordinating Centre 

invited all the fans at the Omobono Tenni for a toast and a slice of panettone. 

An initiative much appreciated by all present who also took advantage to exchanged 

Christmas greetings. 

For the record the fans could continue to celebrate with a victory for Treviso for 2-1. 
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Il Natale dei club nel segno di Arena 

article taken from Il Giornale Di Vicenza 

Christmas, as always, is the feast to be lived with the family.  And like a family yesterday morning the biancorossi clubs have accepted the 

invitation of Attilio Michelin, historic president of the club of Alte Ceccato and came togather under the distictive stand of the Menti Stadium in 

the offices of the referees association to share the Christmas spirit with a mass celebrated by Father Albino Michelin, for many years a point of 

reference in Zurich for the biancorossi fans in Switzerland. 

It was a very touching moment, and not only for the chorus of the Pueri Cantores, that have animated the nineteenth edition of the biancorosso 

Christmas under the direction of maestro Roberto Fioretto.  A great emotion which involved all present in remembrance of Avv. Gigi Arena, 

unforgettable president of the Coordination Centre disappeared a few weeks ago, whose image stood in a big nice blowup prepared for the 

occasion by Bruno Paolo Mietto and by the general council. 

The president of Vicenza Sergio Cassingena, with his wife Terry by his side, invited all those present to dedicate a long and big applause to the 

memory of Arena, accepted with great excitement by the wife of the lawyer, Teresa, and his children Elisa Maria and Emanuele.  

Excactly Emanuele Arena wanted to direct a thought to the Coordination Centre, so dear to his father: «My best wishes - he said - is that a worthy 

successor is found, that collects and brings foward with great enthusiasm that was sowed by him». On the occasion funds were collected that 

would be donated to the association onlus "Cardiopathic babies in the world". 

After the emotions, space to the feast with panettone and hot chocolate offered by the restaurant ‘Al Pellegrino’ and then the traditional lunch at 

the “Marciatori Biancorossi", that for 26 times in recent years with Albino and Attilio Michelin have carried the biancorossa flag along the path of 

friendship, faith and sport from the sanctuaries of Monte Berico and Sant’Antonio to the Menti Stadium. 

After the death of Arena the activities of the Coordination Centre must continue.  For now the clubs make reference to the general council in 

charge, guided pro tempore by the vice-presidents Maurizio Salomoni Rigon and Marisa Terzo.  The group is organising the traditional dinner of 

exchange of greetings between team and fans [the rendezvous is at the Dei di Montecchio for the evening of Tuesday 13 December] and the 

‘Befana Biancorossa’ on 6 January.  It is however still early to understand who can be the <<worthy successor>> as desired by Emanuele Arena, 

that will have to collect the not simple inheritance left by his father Gigi. 

The various components of the Coordinating Centre will be able to confront themselves in the coming few months, since it was established to 

provide for the appointment of the new president only at the end of this season.  It remains to be seen whether at the end will prevail the line of 

continuity [and in this sense, the nomination may be that of the current vice president Maurizio Salomoni Rigon, strongly wanted by Arena at his 

side in recent years], or if the Centre will decide to inaugurate a totally new course.  So far, the Arena had always been acclaimed president of the 

biancorossi fans unanimously, without the need for a real vote, but it is understandable that the vacuum left by such an important personality can 

create different views and opinions on the who is the best candidate for his succession.  

Francesco Guiotto 
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